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A Introduction

Executive Summary
In June 2021, Bristol City
Council appointed a team led
by Turner Works including The
Place Bureau and Burgess &
Beech, to carry out a creative engagement programme
leading to a Place Vision for
the western end of Bristol’s
Floating Harbour.
Through this city-wide creative engagement programme,
partly facilitated through local
partners, the team set out to
listen to the people of Bristol,
recording their hopes and ideas for this area. The activities
aimed to reach Bristolians in
the immediate vicinity of the
project area and wider city
of Bristol to enable a diverse
population across the city to
share their views on what the
Place Vision could be.

The engagement was carried
out in two phases. In the first
phase, qualitative ‘deep dive’
workshops were carried out
delving into what people value
about Western Harbour and
what they would change. This
surfaced eight key themes
about Western Harbour. In the
second phase of engagement
the eight themes were tested and developed through a
month long exhibition, technical as well as public visioning workshops to co-create
a Place Vision for Western
Harbour.
This report sets out in detail
the engagement strategy,
findings and how the findings
were interpreted into the Place
Vision. Raw data from the engagement sessions is included
in the appendix.

A1

The vision for Western Harbour is published separately as
a standalone document. It sets
out themes and commitments
for the area. Together the
Place Vision and this engagement report will directly inform
the next stage of development
for the area by forming part of
the briefing documents for the
commissioning of a masterplan.
Throughout the engagement Western Harbour has
emerged as a special part of a
fantastic city. Western Harbour is city edge and gateway.
Its successful development,
launched from its diverse
voices, is critical for the city’s
future.

N

The Western Harbour Project Area
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At the same time, the creative engagement programme
was carried out with city-wide workshops facilitated by
Bristol based Play Disrupt. The Listening Labs and Walk &
Talk sessions brought activities to local groups with specific
interests.
The findings from phase 1 engagement were presented
in phase 2 of the engagement which included a month
long Exhibition, series of workshops taking place over two
Visioning Days and additional engagement workshops held
during the run of the exhibition to enable further groups of
people to join the conversation.

....

CREATIVE
ENGAGEMENT

...
.....

Kicking off the Harbour Hopes campaign, was the launch of
the website and social media account, which remain ongoing
tools for Bristol City Council to communicate with the
public. In addition, local Creative Ambassadors were 		
commissioned to engage with Bristolians to produce
creative responses to what people have told them about
Western Harbour.

•

Harbour Hopes Exhibition

.. . .

A Place Vision is about hope - for the future, and for the
concerns of stakeholders to be recognised. In order to reach
stakeholders both locally to Western Harbour and across the
city as a whole, the engagement strategy contained 		
several streams of communication and engagement 		
happening in sequence and in parallel to each other.

•
•
•
•
•

Creative Ambassadors

What was the overall approach
to engagement and what kind of
activities were carried out?
The engagement approach was based on the indigenous
“Seven Generations” placemaking ethos - to look forward
you must look back - a culturally responsive process for
community engagement that is participatory and predicated
on establishing a set of visionary principles, it draws from
traditional and present day knowledge which becomes the
foundation for the vision of the future.

Engagement Strategy

PLACE PRINCIPLE
COMMITMENTS

•
•

Poetry & film
Photography
Illustrations
Documentary
Record of
workshops
Engagement
Findings
Emerging
Themes
Exhibition 		
Material

Film
Record of
workshops
Refinement of
themes
Place Principles
Engagement
Findings for
development
into the Place
Vision

Place
Vision

PUBLIC
ACTIVITIES
BEHIND
THE SCENES

Phase 1
Engagement
Data

Analysis
&
Playback

Phase 2
Engagement
Data

Analysis
&
Playback
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Engagement Summary
What we set out to do

B2

What happened
We have …

Engage — meaningfully and creatively to
inspire and capture diverse voices from across
the city

Listen – sensitively and openly to understand
a wide range of views and aspirations about
the future

Create – build skills, shape future plans, test
ideas and spaces that meet future needs

Collaborate – connect, share and bring
together ideas and opportunities among
council, stakeholders and communities

Carried our two phases of engagement
including a range of events:
10 Creative Workshops in person
2 Creative Workshop online
7 Listening Labs online
2 in-person events (Riverside and Docks
Heritage Week end)
2 ‘Walk and Talks’
2 Visioning Days
1 month long exhibition
Online, we have received over:
599 comments on the Harbour Hopes Map,
with 1818 ‘likes’
81 online Place Principles, with 139 ‘likes’
Over 120 comments and over 1000 ‘likes’ on
Instagram.
399 followers on instagram as of March 2022.
Worked with 6 Creative Ambassadors who
captured what this part of the Harbour means
to people through poetry, portraits, film and
illustration.
Generated eight themes that highlight key
areas to consider when developing and
preserving Western Harbour
Held a month long exhibition at the Create
Centre to discuss the 8 themes and develop
place principles to guide future designers and
developers of Western Harbour.
Pulled together all the feedback from
engagement into a Place Vision document to
inspire and set priorities and commitments for
future designers and developers of Western
Harbour.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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What we learnt
WHY people love the Harbour:
The Sense of Freedom - the green spaces, big
views and blue expanses that offer discovery
and connect city to nature.

What this means for
the future
A placemaking vision with four areas each
with a set of commitments for the future.

The Raw, Open Energy – an independent, inbetween place that inspires creativity and that
people are free to make their own.

Western Harbour will:
• be a distinctive gateway to Bristol
• support a thriving community
• build on it’s traditions of innovation
• embrace freedom and nature

The Working Fabric of the Area – its maritime
industry adjacent to Underfall Yard and the
Riverside Garden Centre, as lively spaces to be
cherished.

Setting the brief:

A Place Built on Community - from the
spirit of landscape architect Sylvia Crowe to
Riverside Garden Centre, a place open and
welcome to a diversity of uses and people.
People want to see:
Infrastructure & Connections - easier and
greener ways to get around – with fewer cars!
Community & Culture – housing for people
over profit, the provision of community
facilities, and space for small businesses to
grow.

The Place Vision will help set the brief for the
masterplan and future more detailed plans for
Western Harbour.
It will:
Take this engagement report into
consideration in the future masterplanning
work
Continue to engage with stakeholders in
the next stage of design and development of
Western Harbour

Tradition & Innovation – to proudly bring
to life the working heritage of the docks and
maintain the area’s independent character.
Freedom & Nature- Safe and playful spaces
for everyone to enjoy - especially those who
are often excluded. Even more green space and
the preservation of those expansive views.
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Stakeholders

B3

We aimed to engage, listen to, cocreate and collaborate with local
people, people across the city of Bristol
and the wider area around Bristol.
An extensive invitation list was compiled that covered a variety
of interest groups, neighbourhoods and stakeholders, informed
by an Equalities Impact Assessment. Those groups who
attended an event are listed below.
ENGAGEMENT FROM ACROSS THE CITY
Shape My City Walk (Youth)
Felix Road Adventure Playground Group (Youth)
Christchurch Primary School Year 4 (Youth)
Evergreen Elders Afro-Caribbean Group
Woman Refugee Arts and Crafts Group
Civic Society
Filwood Chase History Society
Bristol City Archives
History Commission
Historic England
LOCAL RESIDENTS, BUSINESSES AND KEY
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
• Local Residents & Businesses
• Riverside Garden Centre
• Harbourside Forum
• Cumberland Basin Stakeholder Group
• WHAG
• Redland and Cotham Amenity Society
• BS3 Community
• BS3 Wildlife
• BS3 Planning
• FROGs
• Action Greater Bedminster
• Councillor Tony Dyer

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redland and Cotham Amenity Society
All Aboard Water Sports
Bristol Adventure Sea Cadet Corps
Bristol Boaters Community Association
Bristol Canoe Club
Bristol Ferry Boats
SUP Bristol
Adventurous Activity Company
Bristol City Rowing Club
No. 7 Boats
Swim Bristol Harbour
Severnside Sub Aqua Club
Cabot Cruising Club
Baltic Wharf Sailing Club
Baltic Wharf Management Company
The Bristol Maritime Academy
Channel Yacht Sales
Young Bristol
Hotwells and Cliftonwood Community Association
Hotwells and District Allotments Association
Clifton and Hotwells Improvement Society
Councillor Alex Hartley
Clifton, Clifton Down and Hotwells and Harbourside
Neighbourhood Forum

Local versus City Wide
Intimate knowledge of the area tends to be among those
who live locally and most interest in this project has been
local. In addition, we have endeavoured to engage city wide
through Play Disrupt’s workshops as each area of a city
is also important to the city as a whole. Simply looking at
numbers most of those who have engaged online are from
local postcodes, and among those many are white and
in later stages of life. Some members of the public have
questioned why we are even speaking to people on other
sides of the city, whereas others, especially local business
owners, have acknowledged that this place can draw people
from further afield and extend beyond those living in the area.
There was a low response rate to the Equalities information
that we requested when attending the exhibition or
submitting comments online so this could not be adequately
measured in this exercise.

FUTURE ENGAGEMENT
Lines of engagement for further development
WECIL
WECIL were contacted and would like input in the future as
plans progress.
BLACK SOUTH WEST NETWORK
The Place Bureau and BCC introduced the project to them.
The recommendation was that in the future they would
get involved at senior policy and strategy level or regarding
diversifying procurement.
BUSINESSES FROM ACROSS THE CITY
City-wide businesses specifically were not specifically
engaged. However, many local businesses did attend,
including members of the Water Users group and Riverside
Garden Centre. This needs further focus to enable a wide
range of business needs to be identified at future stages
from start ups to more established organisations.
LOCAL WARD COUNCILLORS
All were invited to a workshop in Phase 2, of these 8
attended, with some attending other workshops and the
exhibition. Councillors would like input in the future as plans
progress.
There is a strong willingness to participate in engagement
from a wide cross section of the local and wider population.
It is critical that future stages of design and development
for Western Harbour consider this engagement report
and continue to carry out engagement with stakeholders
engaged to date and continue to widen and deepen the
reach of the engagement carried out. It is through this
process that a truly effective and appropriate masterplan can
be generated.
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Engagement Analysis

B4

How did the engagement activities
lead to the Place Vision?

Throughout the exhibition, visioning days, online and in
workshops, Phase 2 stakeholders generated 486 place
principles. A place principle is a goal or guidance for how a
place/space should be designed in the future. The place
principles were collated in a schedule then analysed, sorted
thematically and reduced down through repetition and action-ability to a series of 4-6 commitments for each of the
priority areas. The commitments are place principles that
Bristol City Council can deliver as part of the future masterplan.
The Vision document sets out the four priority areas and
commitments. It sits along side this document and will act
as key guidance for commissioners, designers and planners
of the Future Masterplan. The Vision is the start of a 		
conversation with stakeholders which must continue as the
future masterplan is crafted.

PHASE 1 ENGAGEMENT

The following pages set out the engagement activities and
outcomes in more detail. The raw data from the engagement
activities is included in the appendix of this report. Phase 1
engagement led to eight emerging themes of interest for
stakeholders of Western Harbour (Adventure; 			
Community; History; Freedom; Wild; Industry; Connections;
Water). These 8 themes were then refined by stakeholders
taking part in phase 2 engagement to create four 		
priority areas for the future masterplan to consider (Western
Harbour will . . . be a distinctive gateway to Bristol; support a
thriving community; build on its tradition of innovation;
embrace freedom and nature)

RAW DATA
CREATIVE
AMBASSADORS
PLAY DISRUPT
WORKSHOPS

ANALYSIS

OUTCOMES

Creative work - photos, video,
poem, illustrations

Review and selection of
creative work with BCC team

Workshop stakeholder
quotes, stories and themes

•

CREATIVE
AMBASSADORS
Photos, Videos, Poem,
Illustrations included in the
exhibition

Listening Lab notes &
stakeholder quotes

LISTENING LABS

•

Walk & Talk notes,
stakeholder quotes,
photographs

WALK & TALK

•
PHASE 2 ENGAGEMENT

The adjacent diagram summarises the engagement 		
activities that were held with stakeholders, the raw data
which came out of the activities, how this data was analysed
by the project team, the outcomes following that 		
analysis and how each step influenced the next from phase 1
engagement to phase 2 and from phase 2 engagement to
the final outcome of a Vision document for Western Harbour.
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EXHIBITION
•
VISIONING DAYS

•
•

WORKSHOPS

Stakeholder comments and
opinions on themes
Visioning day and workshop
stakeholder quotes
486 Place Principles written
by stakeholders

•

•

Quantitative analysis
of workshop & lab
raw data to find
recurring themes
Qualitative analysis
of themes through
discussion with
design & BCC team.

Revision of 8 themes
from Phase 1
Engagement to four
priorities
Analysis of a schedule
of place principles to
find repeated and similar
principles.
Translation of place
principles into a set of
commitments under
each of the four 		
priorities for BCC to
make to consultees.

8 THEMES
to be tested through further
consultation in phase 2

Vision
setting out 4 priority
areas each with a series
of commitments from
BCC to stakeholders

the Vision will be provided as a key
guidance document to the design team
for the

FUTURE MASTERPLAN
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C1

Phase 1 Engagement

Website

The central communication tool for
the engagement was the website
which held background information,
the engagement programme,
an interactive map and project
information.

harbourhopes.co.uk

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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Phase 1 Engagement

C2

Interactive Map
During Phase 1 Engagement, the ‘Get
involved’ section of the website, an
interactive map allowed anyone to add
comments on specific places within
and around the project area.

Key Findings:
The map was available between September and October 2021.
In total, 595 comments were recorded and analysed.
•

Support for the Riverside Garden Centre received the most
comments on the interactive map.

•

Top repeated keywords included ‘Community’, ‘People’ and
‘Tree’

•

Area of residence of respondents was predominantly
Hotwells & Harbourside.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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Phase 1 Engagement

C3

Social Media

In parallel to the website a channel on
Instagram was set up to announce the
engagement programme and engage
the public into a conversation about
Western Harbour. To date, the account
has 399 followers.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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C4

Phase 1 Engagement

Creative Ambassadors
A cohort of six Creative Ambassadors
were commissioned to engage with the
people of Bristol. They each used their
own creative techniques and skill to
capture hopes and ideas for Western
Harbour in their respective creative
medium.

Jasmine Thompson
Illustrator

Christy Nunns
Videographer

Ibolya Feher
Portrait Photographer

Alexie Segal
Documentary Photographer

Tom Sastry
Poet

Caleb Parkin
Bristol City Poet

Jasmine is a Bristol based
illustrator, mural artist, and
designer. Her practise uses
traditional art methods
(illustration) to tell stories of
people and places.

Christy is a Bristol based
photographer and videographer
who has been fascinated by
the science of light and imaging
since childhood. Today he is
excited to use his skill to tell a
story visually.

Ibolya is a Hungarian-born
photographer based in Bristol
and London. She works
with businesses, artists and
communities to produce images
that are honest, distinctive and
memorable.

Alexie is a photographer and
filmmaker based in Bristol. He
has always loved photography’s
ability create meaningful stories
through imagery.

Tom who has lived in Bristol since
1999 thinks that not belonging is
more interesting than belonging.
He has spent most of his life
in bedrooms, classrooms and
offices, and enjoys having to deny
that he is an anarchist.

Caleb is the current Bristol City
Poet. He won second prize in
the National Poetry Competition
2016, the Winchester Poetry
Prize 2017. He is a tutor for
The Poetry Society, The Poetry
School, Cheltenham Festivals
and First Story. He holds an
MSc in Creative Writing for
Therapeutic Purposes.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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C5

Phase 1 Engagement

Creative Ambassadors
Caleb Parkin

Bristol City Poet

Tom Sastry
Poet

Caleb Parkin & Tom Sastry collaborated
in writing a poem in response to Western
Harbour. Caleb’s performance of the poem
is captured in the a short film, overlaid with
images of the area. The film can be viewed on
harbourhopes.co.uk.
‘The Best Light’ is a collaborative poem written
by Tom Sastry and me. We spent some time
walking around the area, chatting to people,
researching archive and discussing planning,
development, the built environment and the
more-than-human aspects of the area. After
writing various drafts, we pulled them together
into this one poem with the unifying device
of ‘asking the horizons’. We hope there’s
some optimism and beauty in the piece, but
with space for questions, doubts and debate,
acknowledging the challenges of developing
any city space with such multifaceted histories
and hopes for its future.

:

Film stills from ‘The Best Light’.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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C5

Phase 1 Engagement

Creative Ambassadors
Ibolya Feher
Photographer
Ibolya Feher contacted local people who know the area well
and use it as part of their everyday life. She has taken their
portraits and captured their voices, their hopes for Western
Harbour in quotes.

Peter Rolt

Charlie Kay

Alison Leslie

Mae

Peter has been working at Underfall Yard for 5
years. He has been working with boats for over 30
years. He feels lucky to work at Underfall Yard.
“I always been a boat nut. I like that it is all wooden boats here, that is what interests me. The older
the better. It has a good collection of small workshops, interesting work and interesting people.”

Charlie has been volunteering on Brunel’s Other
bridge since he was 10 years old. He was on a
Gromit walk when he spotted people working on
the bridge and he has been working on the project
ever since. Now he is one of the leaders of the
team. He started studying Navigation & Maritime
Sciences at Plymouth University this September.

Alison lives in Cliftonwood. She walks most often
in the Western Harbour next to the river. She
comes here four times a week or more to walk her
dog and to meet with friends. “This is a little oasis
in the storm. You can just come here and cast off
your stresses. It is very zen. I like the juxtaposition
of nature and art. This place
is very ancient and modern at the same time. It
has a great feeling of history.”

Mae lives in the city centre and comes to the
skateboarding ramps under the flyover 3-4 times
a week. She loves the place because it is under
cover.

Peter’s hope for Western Harbour:
“I hope I keep my health and I can work here until
I retire. I am fearful of what is going to happen. I
understand we need social housing but knowing
the record of the council I am expecting to see
more luxury flats. I hope they won’t do anything
to Underfall Yard because people love it as it is.
People love walk- ing through here and seeing
what is going on.”

Mark Walter

Sophia Feliz

Mark has been a pub landlord in Nova Scotia for
22 years. He comes from a family of pub landlords; he is a third generation pub landlord and
has been working in pubs since the age of 18.

Sophia has lived in Hotwells for 21 years, and has
been playing her clarinet under the flyover for 3 of
them. During lock down she played for the people
next to the river. It was her way to communicate,
meet and support other people. Without the
flyover she wouldn’t be able to practice her music
as this is the only outdoor place that is undercover
and doesn’t disturb her neighbours.

Mark’s hopes for Western Harbour:
“I like the area as it is and not hoping for it to be
destroyed. I am not looking for improvements as
I am happy as it is. I hope the historical value of
some of the structures and the build- ings will be
protected from all the development.”

Sophia’s hopes for Western Harbour:
“I would like to see more musicians come out
and play. I like things as they are. I don’t want the
place to change character; Hotwells is good as it
is. I don’t want the place to become packed with
people, cars and pubs. I hope there will still be
peaceful spots.”

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report

Mae’s Hopes for Western Harbour:
“I really like it as it is. More ramps would be nice
and a more developed skating area.”

Alison’s hopes for Western Harbour:
“I hope it stays the same. I like the unclutteredness
of it all. There is a huge community who come
here. The people who swing and maintain the
bridges, the people in the Lockside River Cafe,
the local residents. Cliftonwood and Hotwells is
such a strong community and it would be great
to see this place pulling us together rather than
pulling us apart. It has a village feel and if it is
developed it will be difficult to preserve it. But we
can’t be greedy”.

Paul Whitehouse

John and Owen Griffiths

Paul has been volunteering at Underfall Yard
since Easter 2016. He ran an advert in the Abbots
Leigh website about the Underfall Yard looking for
volunteers and ended up volunteering himself. He
was a police officer for 36 years and then became
a chair of the Gangsmasters Licensing Authority.

John has helped to build some of Dave’s side, a
skating area under the flyover named after his
friend. He comes to skate here all the time.

Paul’s hopes for Western Harbour:
“I hope it will be developed sympathetically to the
surroundings. If there is housing, a large proportion of it should be affordable.”

John’s hopes for Western Harbour:
“I don’t really know what will happen but I hope
the ramps will stay. A lot of hard work has gone
into it.”
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C5

Phase 1 Engagement

Creative Ambassadors
Jasmine Thompson
Illustrator
Jasmine has attended engagement workshops
with residents, and recorded and illustrated
peoples hopes and ideas for Western Harbour
through hand sketches. These drawings
capture the broad range of activity that people
currently or envision for Western Harbour in
the future and recognise the diverse population
of Bristol. As a visual way of exploring space,
activity and emotions the drawings unlocked
conversations and opened the creative process.

Quotes from illustrations
“We need to think of our future generations,
children, grandchildren and set this city up as a
place they can thrive.”
“We’re just encountering more obstacles
rather than being enabled to do things like buy
houses or invest.”
“There is a need for more river crossing. And
it needs to be a landmark bridge. And people
first, ahead of cars! It should be an area where
a car feels weird.”

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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Phase 1 Engagement

C4

Creative Ambassadors
Alexie Segal
Documentary Photographer
Alexie Segal documented engagement workshops run by Play
Disrupt in various parts of Bristol and locally at the Riverside
Garden Centre. His photographs capture the creative sessions
and workshop outputs and were posted online to help generate
engagement through social media.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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Phase 1 Engagement

Key Findings:

C5

Play Disrupt

Here is a summary of themes emerging from all
Play Disrupt workshops:

Creative engagement workshops
delivered by Play Disrupt have
explored Western Harbour as it was, is
and will be through creative storytelling
and collective map making. Drawing
on memories that connected people to
Bristol, their own identity and hopes
for the future.

•

A clean, green, healthy & loving place

•

A celebration of Bristols Diversity - no racial
or cultural barriers

•

Safe places to meet, eat and play

•

Access to water and unique water activities a beach or a lido

•

Accessible infrastructure and transport for
all - (including between N and S of river,
Hotwells and Spike Island)

•

Inclusive and safe, well-lit spaces in the built
environment

The workshops have offered a qualitative approach to
holding a dialogue with the community. Residents and stakeholders were invited to place themselves, and their stories into
maps of Bristol now, in the past and in years to come.

•

Local services if homes are to be built, e.g.
Doctors, Schools

•

Opportunities for jobs and education, play
and leisure, not just housing

Centred around large outline maps that participants could
gather around, they use curious objects as landmarks to ‘make
meaning’ of the places we’re discussing. We ran through a
series of exercises in a loose narrative moving from the very
local and well known to them, out to the wider city. Then from
the history of the harbour and into the future, where we use the
same method to prioritise aspirations for a city of the future.

•

Historical appreciation, preservation and
bringing the Harbour’s history to life

•

Ongoing community involvement in the
design and creation of spaces to celebrate
people’s existing connections to the place.

Play Disrupt engagement workshops for Harbour Hopes, photographs by Alexie Segal.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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Phase 1 Engagement

Listening Labs

Key Findings:

C6

Analysing all comments made by participants
during the Listening Labs, we have summarised
the topics mentioned and discussed into the
following themes indicating what’s important to
people:

“There are places here that are quite
special, that couldn’t be anywhere else.”
The Western Harbour is used
and loved by local people as
well as people from all over
Bristol and the wider region,
many of whom are organised
in groups with specialist
interests and concerns. In
order to hear their 		
voices, we hosted a series
of Listening Labs - online
workshops during which we
asked people to share what
they love about the area, and
what they hope for it’s future.
Of those invited, in total,
over 50 people 		
attended one of these 		
sessions and shared their
views, what they love and
what they hope for the
future.
Across a total of seven
sessions, we invited and met
with members of the 		
following groups:
6 July
- Bristol City Council Technical
Officers
20 September
- Harbourside Forum
28 & 29 September
- The Cumberland Basin
Stakeholder Group

-

Hotwells and Cliftonwood
Community Association
Hotwells and District
Allotments Association
Clifton and Hotwells
Improvement Society
Redland and Cotham Amenity
Society
BS3 Community
BS3 Wildlife
BS3 Planning
FROGs
Action Greater Bedminster
Cllr Tony Dyer

11 October
- All Aboard Water Sports
- Bristol Adventure Sea Cadet
Corps
- Bristol Boaters Community
Association
- Bristol Canoe Club
- Bristol Ferry Boats
- SUP Bristol
- Adventurous Activity Company
- Bristol Rowing Club
- No. 7 Boats
- Swim Bristol Harbour
- Severnside Sub Aqua Club
- Cabot Cruising Club
- Baltic Wharf Sailing Club
- Baltic Wharf Management
Company
- The Bristol Maritime Academy
- Channel Yacht Sales
- Young Bristol

•

Industrial and maritime heritage

•

Topography / views / open space /
wilderness / freedom / countryside

•

Water use for leisure, the working harbour
and ferries

•

Connections and navigation through the area

•

Community / quality of housing /
affordability / public services infrastructure

•

Business, industry, working and learning

•

Environment, flooding, climate change

•

Health, wellbeing, adventure and play

19 October
- Local residents & businesses
9 November
- Clifton, Clifton Down and
Hotwells and Harbourside

Screen shots from Listening Labs led by The Place Bureau & Turner.Works
Images blurred for GDPR purposes
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Phase 1 Engagement

Walk & Talk
Shape My City

The students observed the following
characteristics of the area:

“Successful cities, towns, high streets
& green spaces are shaped by the
citizens of tomorrow.’

•

Lush greenery in contrast with noise and
pollution

•

Scenic views in contrast with industrial
atmosphere

•

Impressive bonded warehouses dominate
the area

•

Vast underused spaces dominated by roads

Shape My City is a one year long talent accelerator
programme for 15-18 year olds in Bristol, run by Design
West. The programme promotes diversity in the design and
construction industries, by giving talented young people
opportunities they might not otherwise have. Female
students, those from minority ethnic backgrounds &
under-represented socio-economic groups are particularly
encouraged to take part.

When asked about what they think should be
done in the area, the following ideas came up:

Turner Works ran this year’s kick off session for the programme, by organising a site walk around the Western Harbour. Students were tasked to observe and record their observations with words and sketches, and to think of ideas for
the future of Western Harbour. All of the students
observations were recorded in a large map.

•

Convert the warehouses into:
1. Housing, apartments, student housing
2. Sports centre, opening up floors inside
for double height activities such as
climbing.
3. Workspace.

28 students from all parts of Bristol and attended the
session.

4. Arts & culture use.
•

Upgrade landscaping to support lush
greenery, and include outdoor activities into
public realm, such as sports facilities and
playgrounds.

•

Potential for tourism.

Shape My City
Shape My City session led by Turner.Works, photographs by Daniel Widdowson for Design West
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Phase 1 Engagement

Walk & Talk
Bristol Civic Society
We invited the Bristol
Civic Society to take us
around the area, show us the
key sites, and tell us about
their concerns and hopes
for the future of Western
Harbour. These are the key
points they made during our
session and in follow up correspondence:
1.

We aren’t opposed to change.

2. But we do want new development to respect and gain value
from Western Harbour’s setting
and heritage. Both are of national, if not international, value.
New development should also
be designed to be suitable for
low carbon living in a changing
climate. We want future generations to take pride in Western
Harbour, and not say ‘why did
they do that?’.
3. These objectives won’t be
achieved if the assumptions that
seem to have driven the work
to-date drive the master planning. These assumptions include:
-

accommodating existing traffic
flows (and journey preferences);

-

the shortage of housing in Bristol ipso facto means substantial
housing must be accommodated
in Western Harbour.

-

new housing can contribute
through to costs for infrastructure.

Key Findings:

C7

4. Looking at the assumptions also
means looking at a larger canvass than just Western Harbour.
Strategic decisions about transport, both in terms of managing
down volumes and re-routing,
go wider than masterplanning
Western Harbour. But without
getting those decisions right, the
Western Harbour that emerges
from the masterplanning will be
so much less than it could have
been.

Bristol Civic Society’s members’ interests and
concerns can be summarised as follows:

“We want future generations to
take pride in Western Harbour,
and not say ‘why did they do that?’’

•

Respect heritage and setting

•

Designed to low carbon standards

•

Strategic decisions about transport, going
beyond the Western Harbour area must
made to reduce and reroute traffic.

•

Look at housing opportunities city wide, and
consider how best Western Harbour could
contribute to a sustainable city?

•

Recognise the uniquely tranquil character
of Western Harbour, which is different to
Bristol’s other harbour areas. It’s where the
city meets the country.

5. Western Harbour should not be
seen as a substantial housing
opportunity without considering future housing opportunities
across Bristol, or the alternative
contributions that Western Harbour could make to Bristolians’
quality of life in what is increasingly a dense and bustling city.
How best does Western Harbour contribute to a sustainable
city?
6. It is important to recognise
the very different character
of Western Harbour from the
harbourside that hosts Bristol’s
evening / night economies. It’s
where city meets country, and
in places, offers tranquillity and,
notably around Underfall Yard, an
almost seaside ambience enjoyed by many.

bristolcivicsociety.org.uk
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Findings

C8

The rich programme of engagement in the first phase developed a conversation around the future of Bristol’s Western
Harbour highlighting what people value and love about the
area; What people hope for its future, as well as what people
don’t want. We listened to where we need to find common
ground through offering public and stakeholders the opportunity to share the challenges with us.
This was the first step and is summarised in the blue boxes
to the right and on the next two pages.

Why do people love Bristol’s
Western Harbour?
The Wild Green (and Blue)

People not the greenspace as a gateway to the Avon
Gorge and as a key transition between city and nature.
Over Covid, the green spaces offered escape and a
valuable way to stay healthy with friends and family. ‘The
area acts as a wildlife space and food source particularly
for birds and insects’. Allotments and growing are also
key to the areas popularity, with Riverside as ‘much more
than a Garden Centre’ and as a champion for this green
community.

The Sense of Openness, Play, Freedom &
Discovery

People love the sense of discovery that the site packs in.
It reveals a new vista with every twist and turn and gives
an experience of openness when emerging from densely
packed streets. This sense of freedom not only takes
shape in how people have been exploring the space, but
also in how they are making it their own. That sense of
independence is essential to its character. In addition, a
place for play from the pump tracks to play on the water,
are valuable. Specific spaces like Brunel Way Pump Track
are called out to epitomise this spirit of play and adventure,
with positives for wellbeing and community building.

The Spaces In-between

The spaces under, around and in-between the big, bold
infrastructure and buildings have revealed themselved to
be quite important to people. These spaces often don’t
have official names, but that doesn’t mean they are not
valuable. People value the undefined ‘multi purpose, multi
functional’ nature of this area, as ‘somewhere where
people can gather and meet for free without restriction’.

A Raw Energy & Spirit of Fierce Independence
To some, ‘what makes it lovely to many is that it isn’t
developed — don’t lose the rawness.’ It’s part of the
working history of the place that docklands often offer.
There is sentiment that the rest of the docks has been
‘poshed up’ so there’s a call to maintain a different

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report

character. Whereas this area is not contrived, and even
though it has changed hugely over the years, it has done so
in a way that people feel is organic and feels like something
over which people have agency (even if there is big
infrastructure!).

Pivitol Role as a ‘Fulcrum for the City’

This is an area of connections — between North and South,
and many different neighbourhoods from Hotwells, to
Southville to Bedminster. The experience is as valuable as
a space to move through on bike, or walking, as it is a place
to stop. People are concerned that once more buildings
are added, it will remove the spine that connects so many
communities.

The Bold Scale - Just Not for Housing

People love the bold scale of bonded warehouses and the
bridges. They want to make sure that the ‘majesty’ of these
buildings endures. It makes them feel like they’re part of the
city. But when it comes to housing development, many cite
the need for low-rise development. In part to protect views,
but also as people associate high rise development with a
lack of a community feel.

The Working Heritage Fabric of the Area and
Bristol’s Maritime Identity

Part of the character of the area comes through the
working heritage fabric of the place that remains in place:
old bridges and boats, and not ‘Western Harbour’ as many
noted, but a place that has been here for much longer
and has shaped the Bristol we know. However, this is only
seen in certain spots and there is a feeling more could be
revealed throughout the neighbourhood. As a working area
for dockside businesses, this living history is seen ‘as key
to their survival and seen as the prime example of Bristol’s
maritime past.’

Riverside as ‘Much More Than a Garden Centre’
Mention has to be made to Riverside Garden Centre and
the support it has garnered as ‘a local institution and a
valuable community asset, a ‘local social hub and a focal
point in the city.’ Since ‘many people love this place’, it
must emphasised that ‘any redevelopment must protect
Riverside’s future viability.’
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What do people want for the
future of Bristol’s Western
Harbour?
Safe Spaces for the Young, the Elderly, Women
and the Less Abled to Enjoy

Spaces for kids to play safely by themselves; for people to
stay healthy later in life. Intergenerational spaces, well lit for
use year round and day to night, especially for women who
don’t always feel safe when moving around here. Spaces
that are appropriate for people of different abilities were
also cited.

More Green and Growing Spaces - and to Keep
Riverside Garden Centre!

People want to protect existing green spaces, and see
more where possible. The allotments and Riverside Garden
Centre are key anchors in the area. Greening and growing
are great ways to share ownership and care with local
people from all origins and backgrounds.

Spaces for Play and Adventure

While the sense of discovery and adventure was cited in
the openness of the spaces, and the spaces in between,
Brunel Way Pump Track garnered notable support online
late in the project. Many users cited how popular it was for
people of all ages, from small kids and families all the way
up. There are calls for an upgraded world-class skatepark
to support a sport that Bristol is renowned for.

Safe Swimming - and Cheaper Access to the
Water

Designated spaces for people to swim, whether a Lido
or Wild Swimming, and the health benefits ‘both physical
and mental that this brings’. This should be balanced with
the expert guidance coming from those who work on the
water who cite significant challenges of doing so safely in
a working Harbour. And a consciousness of who this is for,
with some citing existing open water swimming areas ‘ for
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the elite of bristol only’ and rowing ‘completely overpriced
and out of reach of many Bristol residents’. Opening kayak
/ rowing to more people would educate people around
water safety and offer a new form of exercise for many.

More of the Heritage Made Relevant and
Brought Out into the Open

The archives, SS Great Britain and Underfall Yard are
anchors, and this ‘patina’ is seen as key to the rawness
of the place, especially among those who hold personal
memories of ‘the Docks as we used to call it’ — Not the
Harbour!’ Some don’t like to use the word preservation —
‘that’s for jam’ — as a recognition that life moves on and
cities change. But a way for maritime history to live on
through skills sharing programmes or better interpretation is
valued.

Spaces for Independent Culture and Business

Spike Island and Create are cultural anchors, and some
see the Bonded Warehouses as potential spaces for small
businesses. Strips along the water are also key — south
facing spots. Opportunities to reflect the widest cultures
of Bristol possibly have potential here, such as the project
to establish a barge gallery for Bristol’s Afro-Caribbean
Community.

Cheaper Public Transport & Cycling Routes,
Greener Modes of Getting Around

With a consciousness of climate change, people seek
ways to move through the city by bike, bus or electric
vehicle in ways that are affordable. They are conscious
that this needs to tie into the city’s wider system. There is
a consciousness that car travel is essential for those with
disabilities or the elderly. Among some communities this
area still has a stigma of not offering anything or feeling
unwelcome, partly as transport from across the city
remains a challenge.

Affordable Housing

There is positive sentiment towards housing if it is
‘affordable, *not investment-ready luxury flats’ if developed
at an ‘appropriate scale and density, and not at the expense
of the area’s green spaces and maritime heritage.’.

More Community Services

Calls, especially from those most local in Hotwells,
Cliftonwood and Southville, for ‘greater provision of
community facilities, local shops, health centres and
doctors, meeting rooms etc. which are not currently
provided in the area. This also relates to schools.
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What don’t people want?
More Cars

‘Don’t build yet more roads. More roads = more traffic.
Bristol is already choking with traffic.’ Nobody enjoys the
traffic, especially the residents of Hotwells. Most want
to go as car free as possible. The one exception is those
who need access for elderly family and water users who
may need to transport equipment. However, most people
complain about the poor public transport infrastructure and
the cost of it in Bristol. This needs to be considered within
a citywide transport strategy, and with consideration for
the way transport will change over the next 10 years. There
is public recognition that the way we travel around the city
will change with the advent of electric cars, for instance.

Views Blocked & Green Spaces Built On

Vistas are core to what people value here, and there is a
sentiment that hi-rise development endangers these. There
have been calls for development that is stepped away from
the harbourside, to ensure that the views close to the water
are maintained, with housing rising away from the water.

Hi-Rise Housing as a Sign of Greed Over
Community Good

While the general sentiment towards affordable housing is
positive, despite the bold height of the bonded warehouses,
there’s strong sentiment away from hi-rise flats, the
gentrification they represent, and the perception of a
subsequent loss of community.

‘Anywhere’ Development

There is concern that this ‘edge of city’, open and
independent character many people love will not be
maintained. In general, people don’t want a place that wipes
out the sense of freedom, independence, and tangible
heritage, and that becomes inaccessible to a wide group of
people.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report

Where We Need to
Find Common Ground
This place is full of diverse uses, from working harbour to
valued green space to community heartland — so there will
always be tensions in the way the people of Bristol want it
to evolve. The tensions we have heard include the following:

We want to Beat Bristol’s Housing Crisis but
We Don’t Want High Rise

There is recognition that we need affordable housing in the
city, especially for future generations. However, there is a
clear call from the public for low to mid-rise development
in this area. There is a belief among some that high-rise
housing equates to fractured communities through social
breakdown, and that it is indicative of speculation and
investment from those with little long-term interest in the
area. There is also a recognition that high-rise is different
to high density.

How do we build genuinely affordable housing
at a density that meets Bristol’s housing need,
builds community and is financially viable?
We Need Affordable Housing But We Need to
Keep Our Green Space and Views

Among the cherished green and blue spaces is much
brownfield land, which presents an opportunity for
development of housing. Yet, we hear that it is
essential to maintain the iconic views and open feeling that
are so valued and to find a way to mitigate the challenges
presented by climate change such as the flood risks in the
Harbour and air pollution caused by the roads.

How can we build more housing without
destroying natural infrastructure that is vital in
mitigating climate change?

We Want to Swim in the Harbour but We Need
to Stay Safe

There were a number of comments around water-based
activities, specifically a Lido or wild swimming spot.
However, local businesses and residents working on the
water (who are skilled in water safety) share real concerns
about encouraging open-access swimming in the Harbour
without training or lifeguards present, due to the nature of
this being a working dock. They believe that the Western
Harbour is not the ideal location.

How do we enable people to access and enjoy
safe swimming?
Is Western Harbour the best place for
swimming?
We Don’t Want More Cars but We Need Easier,
Greener, Transport Options
Until the council put a better public transport offer on the
table, no-one sees how the traffic can be reduced or sees
any combination of ‘road options’ resolving the matter.
Public transport is seen as being too expensive, and not
running to the places that people need. Local businesses
and some water users also need to maintain vehicle
access. Yet there is an understanding that the way we
move around a city in 10 years will be very different to the
way we move now. Transport is rapidly evolving through
electric cars and hydrogen buses and an uptake in cycling.
How do we reduce traffic through better public transport
rather than more road options?

We Value the Raw Spirit of the Place but We
Want to Make it Feel Safer

Many cite the independent spirit and raw, untouched
quality of the place and freedom to make it their own.
Whereas others call for cleaning up of graffiti that they say
makes the area feel ‘dangerous and unpoliced’. There are
also calls for better lighting, especially from women who
note that this space can feel unsafe at night.

How do we maintain the sense of independence
but ensure the place is cared for, well-loved and
safe?
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Emerging Themes
In a second step, the findings and themes
emerging from the first engagement phase
were evaluated and structured into a set of
eight broad themes, which captured what
people told us is important to them about
the past, present and future of Western
Harbour.

A terrain for things you
can’t do anywhere else…
a playground,
a testing ground,
a secret place off the main
stream,
a place to explore.

A keeper of traditions,
inspired by its past… proud
engineering and elegant
ships, ancient clues hidden
in the mud, the gateway to
Bristol.

A landscape surrounded
by water… riverbanks and
the basin, the rhythm of the
tides gives a rhythm to the
place, the surface of the
water reflects the sky and
creates space.

A node in the network, a
stop on the line, a crossing
of paths and rivers, a place
to meet up, a place to move
through, where people
connect.

A place for people… a place
with a heart, a support
network, a common
ground, a place that makes
ends meet, a place to grow
up and grow old.

A niche for nature… where
some things are left alone,
wildlife passes through, the
river banks are rough and
muddy.

A view of the fields, a place
that brings awe, off the
beaten track, a place left
alone, where the breeze
comes in, a breath of fresh
air,
a place with space.

A platform for work and to
learn… from saw dust to
desk, to invent and crack
on, a jack of all trades,
where ideas cross and
connect.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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D1

Exhibition

Based on insights & findings from
phase 1 engagement, the exhibition
was designed as a space for creativity
and collaboration.
The Harbour Hopes exhibition was held from 19 November to 16 December
2021 at the Create Centre in Bristol. It was designed to be a documentation
of Phase 1 of the engagement, to present and seek stakeholder input on
the emerging themes and the work produced by the creative ambassadors
in phase 1, and to move to the next step of developing the place-shaping
vision with stakeholders by exploring ‘place principles’ to capture what
stakeholders would like to see in a future masterplan for the area.

Phase 2 Engagement

What’s a place principle?
A Place Principle is a rule, goal or guide to be followed when making design
propositions for the Western Harbour Area. For example, a place principle
could be ‘make all new homes have a view of the water’.
A couple of other examples...
“Safe access to the water is
maintained for everyone”
“Refreshing green and blue
spaces are created for humans and wildlife”

“Homes with balconies
“Places where young and old
where neighbours can talk to can enjoy nature together”
one another”
“Design of public realm and
“Pedestrians and cyclist
services link in to adjacent
have priority over cars”
neighbourhoods”

“Electric charging points are “There is good coffee and
provided in each new housing healthy food available close
development”
by every new home”

“Public realm is designed to
include walking routes and
viewing points”
“Key landmarks in the area
remain dominant features”

“Public transport stops and
street lighting are designed
to be safe”

What are the place principles that you
are imagining for the Western Harbour?

Place principle card
Write your proposed place principle here:

Associated theme:

Place a sticker to show your support

The space and exhibits were curated to invite visitors to engage actively by
writing their own place principles for Western Harbour on Place Principle
Cards that would :
1. become part of the exhibition;
2. be collected;
3. be documented and analysed to feed into place 				
the principles written for the Place-shaping Vision.
This was replicated on the Harbour Hopes website.
For inspiration and to stimulate discussion among visitors, the exhibition
included over 100 cards showing examples of realised projects and
situations, that could illustrate potential place principles.
A 3D collage formed the centre of the exhibition which was a display of the
eight themes arranged on pallets, onto which place principles from members
of the public could be displayed. Place principles written by visitors could be
placed onto the pallets or on the ‘Vision Wall’ behind, and associated with
one of the themes where relevant.
We ran a series of workshops and tours during the exhibition, helping to test
and interrogate the themes, find out what’s most important to people and to
encourage them to formulate their ideas and hopes for Western Harbour as
measurable instructions for a future masterplan.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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Exhibition cont.

D1

Phase 2 Engagement

Key Findings:
•

Over 400 visitors to exhibition

•

The Harbour Hopes exhibition
consisted of:

486 place principles generated by visitors
to the exhibition and attendees at the
associated workshops

•

Timeline of Western 		
Harbour

Documentation of 		
engagement workshops

2 additional workshops and one tour held
during the exhibition with focus groups:
respectively Youth, Councillors and Senior
Citizens.

•

Background information on
the area in the form of a historic timeline, and infographics visualising facts about the
area.

Alexie Segal’s documentary
photography was displayed
to illustrate the early engagement facilitated by Play
Disrupt.

Popular themes at the Youth workshop:
Adventure, Wild, Water.

•

Popular themes at the Senior Citizen tour:
Transport; Culture & learning; Wildlife;
Community Amenities.

•

Historic Maps animated

Portraits of Local People

Historic maps blending into
each other in an animated
map projection.

Ibolya Feher’s portraits of
local people were printed at
large scale and presented
together with background
information on the portrayed
person and quotes of their
hopes for Western Harbour.

Key discussion points for Councilors
workshop included: importance
of ongoing engagement strategy;
involvement of ward Councilors at each
stage; encouragement to listen to people
and to include their needs as far as
possible in the masterplanning brief.

•

All groups, throughout the exhibition,
visioning days and workshops confirmed
the importance of future engagement and
what happens next.

The Best Light
A film about the poem created by creative ambassadors Caleb Parkin and Tom
Sastry.
Illustrations
by Jasmine Thompson were
put together in a collage and
displayed as large illuminated
‘lampshades’.

Reflections on Western
Harbour
Christy Nunns film in which
he interviews people attending the visioning days and
launch of the exhibition, was
added to the exhibition once
completed.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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Exhibition cont.

Phase 2 Engagement

D1

Exhibition Run
The exhibition ran from 19 November - 16 December 2021
and was open to the public Monday - Friday 10am-4pm.
On the following days members of the project team were on
hand to answer queries: 23 (until 7pm), 25, 29 November; 2
(until 7pm), 9 December.
For those who were unable to attend in person, the place
principles could be submitted online. Images from the 		
website shown to the right.
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D2

Visioning Days
Two days of creative workshops with Bristol’s
experts and residents helping us to shape the
vision for Western Harbour.
The 3D collage of the 8 themes was used to facilitate Place Workshops led
by Turner Works during two Visioning Days held within the exhibition space
at the Create Centre in Bristol.
The first day aimed to introduce a group of specialists to the emerging
themes. The specialists were chosen for their professional knowledge and
experience relevant to the Western Harbour project.
In group workshops we asked participants to test and interrogate the eight
emerging themes and tell us which one’s they find most important.
Participants were asked to discuss how they envisage the future of
Western Harbour, and write down their own place principles, formulated as
measurable rules or guidelines for the masterplan.
The precedent image cards were used to encourage discussion. They were
used to inspire peoples imagination, and to help them illustrate the place
principles they had written.
The second day was open to the public, and offered a series of workshops,
which people could sign up to online.
Turner Works ran two Place Workshops very similar to those the day before,
asking people to discuss and interrogate the proposed themes, and then to
write place principles.
During the day, the Bristol Civic Society led guided walks around Western
Harbour, taking people along a route to see key vistas, sites and landmarks in
the area.
Participants and visitors were approached to share their opinion on film,
being interviewed about their Harbour Hopes by Christy Nunns. This footage
then became the film ‘Reflection on Western Harbour’ which was put online
and shown in the exhibition.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report
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Visioning Days & Place
Principle Workshops
Western Harbour Walk

A discovery
itinerary created
by the Bristol
Civic Society
1.5
Miles
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BRUNEL’S SWING BRIDGE

A

Views to Gorge and
Suspension Bridge. Plaques
record opening of Plimsoll
Bridge and associated roads
in 1965. Note view along the
Avon into the Gorge with
Suspension Bridge, view
changes with state of the tide.
New cut to the left. Hotwells
and Clifton housing on the
steep slopes.
B

D

Main lock access to / from
River Avon to Floating
Harbour. Largely operational
area. Views to Clifton,
Hotwells and Ashton Court.

PLIMSOLL SWING BRIDGE
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Visioning Days:
19 November 2021
Technical Day
•

E

Start

THE CREATE CENTRE

F

D

View across Cumberland
Basin. Basin used for boats to
await suitable state of tide to
enter river Avon.

G

NEW

Cumberland Basin and
tobacco bonds. Three bonds
were built, the latest (C Bond)
in 1919. Fell out of tobacco use
with introduction of VAT.

CUT

H

F

RIVERSIDE GARDEN CENTRE

C BOND WAREHOUSE

Underfall Yard, Avon
Crescent. Now run by
an independent trust,
accommodates boat building
and exhibition of the operation
and management of the
Floating Harbour
G

Tobacco Bonds, bridge over
New Cut now Metro bus route
H

N

Themes

•

Skateboarding under the flyover

Group exercise to prioritise themes...

•

Green space

•

Views in and out of the harbour

•

A: Community - Water - Connection

•

Workshop - Themes

•

How people take over space

•

B: Community - Water - Industry

•

Workshop - Place Principles

•

•

C: Community - Water - History

•

22 people attended from Bristol City Council, The Environment Agency, Historic England,
Civic Society and Western
Harbour Advisory Group.

Create Centre, the bonded warehouses
and everything in them

•

Western Harbour as a gateway to Bristol

•

D: Community - History - Wild, plus
Connections as linking theme.

•

20 November 2021
Public Day

Intertidal saltmarsh and Butterfly
Junction

•

Closeness to more rural landscape

•

•

Industrial heritage

•

The towpath along the river

•

The complexity, topography and
uniqueness

•

2 x Place Workshops with TW,
attended by 58 members of
the public
3 x Western Harbour Walks
led by Bristol Civic Society, and
attended by 25 people

25 November 2021
•

Western Harbour Advisory
Group Place Principle
Workshop

2 December 2021
•

Create Centre Tenants - all 30
business tenants were invited.
5 attended.

Things to change

•

Evergreen Elders Place Principle Workshop. 14 attended.

8 December 2021
•

School workshop with Year 4
group

• Climate / Sustainability is a key issue for
any future development in western Harbour,
and this could be a theme on it’s own.
• ‘Heritage’ is a better word than ‘History’,
to describe the areas relationship to its past
and how people want to relate to it in the
future. The word heritage is more active and
describes what we have inherited to look
after and learn from.

Few points along the new cut to dwell

•

Need to rethink movement, access to
roads, up and down the flyover etc.

•

Area is dominated by roads, parking and
barriers

•

Put in place an infrastructure for flood
defence and improve lock gates

•

Safeguard historic railways and find a way
to use it

Place Principle Cards
We collected 486 completed Place Principle
Cards during the two Visioning Days and over
the course of the exhibition run, with associations
to all eight themes. All of the place principles
have been collated, read and reviewed as part
of the analysis process. See page 38 for further
detail.

•

Greener riverbanks

9 December 2021

•

Air pollution

•

•

Street lighting - area is spooky at night

•

Access to Ashton Courtis not logical,
needs to be connected into the city

All councillors were invited
to an online Place Principles
workshop. 8 attended. It was
hoped that this would have
been an in person event but
Covid restrictions meant that
this was moved online.

Recurrent topics during the group discussions on
the 8 themes were:

•

8 December 2021

E

AV O
N

Things to cherish

Feedback, insights & findings
from Phase 1 Engagement

A BOND WAREHOUSE

ASHTON AVENUE BRIDGE

Key Findings:

•

C

Comprehensive view from
footbridge of complex road
system + locks, river and
New Cut. Roads constructed
in mid 1960s, previously
terraced housing and harbour
related uses.

Cherish & Change exercise
considering what aspects of
Western Harbour should be
valued and kept and which
issues need to be addressed.

Phase 2 Engagement

• It is difficult to choose priority themes.
All eight are important and interact with
each other. The combination is what makes
Western Harbour’s character special.

Footbridge over New Cut now
Metro bus route, Sylvia Crow
landscape, key Wessex Water
Pumping Station
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From Place Principles
to Commitments

Phase 2 Engagement

D3

What is a place principle? How were
the place principles suggested by
stakeholders included in the Place
Vision?
A ‘place principle’ is a rule, goal or guide to be followed when
making design proposals for an area or place. We used
postcards to ask stakeholders to suggest place principles for
Western Harbour. We asked people to link the place 		
principles to a theme where relevant in order to keep testing
the emerging themes that had been established in phase 1 of
the engagement. 486 place principle cards were completed
by people who attended the Place Workshops, visited the
exhibition, attended events held during the exhibition or used
our online form on the Harbour Hopes website.
Each place principle was collated into a spreadsheet, read,
and organised by their content. This vast pool of ideas,
hopes and desires has revealed a picture of what people have
told us they want for the future of Western Harbour.
Through analysing the schedule of place principles alongside
the emerging themes from phase 1 of the engagement we
created a summarised set of core place principles which are
contained in the Place Vision document as commitments
that Bristol City Council will make to stakeholders in respect
of the Western Harbour area. Through embedding these
commitments in the Vision they will directly inform the future
masterplan and area itself..

Film still from ‘Reflections on Western Harbour’, by Christy Nunns

Completed place principle cards.

Key Findings:
486 Place Principle cards completed including:
- 233 from the exhibition
- 50 online
- 151 from the visioning days workshops
- 52 from other workshops
Community linked place principles emerged as the most
frequently repeated theme followed by connections. This
suggests a people-first approach to any future masterplan.
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A selection of Place Principles
suggested by stakeholders
The place principles that emerged from the engagement
process were varied and reflected the unicity of the area.
This page shows a small sample that reflects the diversity
and the engaging nature of the collected principles.

Review transport access and
radically change the concept
of having roads / cars as
the determining factor.

Keep
sailing an
essential
part of the
area.

Hold national competition
from ideas on how to
improve, enhance and
rationalise the road system
to release land for other
uses.

Child
friendly
public
space

Retain the softness
and open wildness
characteristic of this area.

Review transport access and
radically change the concept
of having roads / cars as
the determining factor.
Design places for different
stages in life that ensure
longevity of community

What gives life would be my
place principle. It would be
good to have more green in
this area.

Put the
soul back
into the
vision.

High quality, green waterside
public realm for community
and cultural uses.

Use Western Harbour to
connect the city to Ashton
Court and the Gorgefor.
Public Art and cultural
meanwhile uses are used to
animate Western Harbour.

Sustainable green energy
system to be made available
for the area.

Public spaces promote a
sense of play.

The communities who live
and work here in Western
Harbour continue to cocreate the masterplan and
scheme development.

Harbour Hopes - Community Engagement Report

Carbon-neutral and
accessibility should be a
starting point and minimum
requirements from architects
contractors and any

Create a more playful
environment. More pump
track, skate areas, sports
courts

A net-zero
place.

Building heights should be
respectful of human scale.
A welcoming and accessible
gateway into Bristol’s
Floating Harbour

Maintain existing views
and connections from
harbourside to countryside

Analyse and re-balance
the needs of pedestrians,
cycling, marine as well as
road transport.

People should be able to
dwell, reflect and socialise on
the waters edge.

Retain and enhance the
existing built and industrial
heritage

Accessible
waterfront
for all.

Seek to apportion allocated
space to the following uses,
33% housing, 33% open
space, 33% community
facilities.

Design places for different
stages in life that ensure
longevity of community

Car free as
possible with
well considered
e-cargo /
delivery points

Prioritising safe cycle and
pedestrian routes.

Phase 2 Engagement

Represent
and interpret
the rich
layers of
history
across the
area.

Keep
Underfall
Yard.

Create a more playful
environment. More pump
track, skate areas, sports
courts

Need for community places,
cross community public
transport, integrated and
segregated archive travel
routes, mixed residential
and commercial use, place
led design, protection of key
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Phase 2 Engagement

Creative Ambassadors
Christy Nunns
Photographer / Videographer
Christy Nunns interviewed people who
attended the Visioning Day at the Create
Centre, and made a short film about their
hopes and ideas for Western Harbour. He
overlaid their voices with images filmed in the
area. The film is called “Reflections on Western
Harbour”, and can be viewed on

Film stills from ‘Reflections on Western Harbour’, by Christy Nunns

harbourhopes.co.uk.
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Analysing Themes

Phase 2 Engagement

D5

What are the words most often
used when people talked to us
about Western Harbour?

Listening
Labs

These word clouds were created during the phase 2 of
the engagement using sessions from both phases of
engagement. They have been created by taking comments
recorded in engagement sessions, posted on the website and
written on place principle cards. They are produced through a
computer programme that makes the size of the word larger
if it is mentioned more often. The word clouds give a quick
visual impression of themes that are important to people.

Interactive Map
harbourhopes.co.uk

Place Principle
Cards
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Analysing Themes

Phase 2 Engagement

D5

Looking at the data, what are the
themes that reflect what is most
important to people?
As noted earlier in the report, as a result of the first phase
of engagement, eight emerging themes were identified
which could stand as headlines for what people had told us
they find most characteristic and important to them about
Western Harbour.
During the phase 2 of the engagement, the emerging
themes were discussed and interrogated by participants
who attended in person and online workshops and exhibition
visitors. Two exercises were run in workshops, the first
asking participants to critique the themes, pick those that
were most important to them and add any that they felt
were missing. The second exercise carried out by workshop
participants and visitors to the exhibition was to work with
the place principle cards, pick a theme or themes important
to them then write down their place principles linked to the
theme(s).

Diagram by workshop participants.

Western Harbour will...

486 Place Principles were collected at Visioning Days, the exhibition, online and in other Place Principle workshops.
Each suggested Place Principle was tagged by their author to a theme or themes identified in Stage 1 of the
engagement. Themes have been added by the Harbour Hopes team where missing, or where it was felt that
other themes would also be appropriate. The number of times a theme was tagged gives an idea of the relative
importance of the theme. This is shown numerically above left, and as a spider diagram above right. A small number
of Place Principles were not tagged to any of the themes. *Figures updated 15 March 2022

The importance of themes, based on place principle cards
associated with them, shows that Community is the clear
winner, with Connections on number two, followed by
Adventure, Wild, Water and History in the mid range, and
Industry and Freedom coming last. In discussion the theme
of climate crisis and sustainability was considered as part
of ‘Wild’ and ‘Water’, and people spoke of whether it should
be an underpinning concept to the Place Vision as a whole
or a separate theme. This directly impacted the shaping of
the Place Vision which includes six commitments relating to
sustainability.
Following the discussions, workshops, exhibition visits and
the analysis of the place principles, we reviewed and rewrote
the themes based on how they were linked through shared
place principles, and how they interact they interact and
supplement each other, and came up with four priorities for
Western Harbour which are shown on the adjacent diagram.
Each of these areas was then just linked to up to six place
principle commitments in the Place Vision.
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...be a distinctive

...support a thriving

gateway to Bristol community

...build on its

...embrace freedom

tradition of

and nature

innovation
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D6

Place Vision

What is the end outcome of the
community engagement? How will
this project impact the future of
Western Harbour?
The opinions, desires and concerns gathered from people
engaging in this project has resulted in a Place Vision for the
Western Harbour Area. The Place Vision sets out four
priority areas that were highlighted as part of the 		
engagement outcomes.
Western Harbour will:
• be a distinctive gateway to Bristol
• support a thriving community
• build on it’s traditions of innovation
• embrace freedom and nature
In the Place Vision, each these priorities has a series of
commitments. The commitments are place principles, drawn
from the place principles generated by consultees, that
Bristol City Council commit to use as guidance in future
development for the area. Subject to endorsement from
Bristol City Council Cabinet, they will be taken forward to
underpin the masterplan that Bristol City Council will 		
commission for the Western Harbour Area later in 2022.
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Next Steps

Next Steps
What next for Western Harbour?

This engagement report has set out the purpose, method
and outcomes of an engagement project to consult with
local residents, people across Bristol and visitors to the
Western Harbour area. The outcome of the engagement is
a Place Vision document that sets out four themes for the
future of Western Harbour and a set of commitments under
each theme.
The Place Vision and this report are key tools for the next
stages of development of Western Harbour. Future 		
development should build upon the vision, carefully examine
and consider this report and most critical of all plan and carry
out engagement with stakeholders as a masterplan for the
area is developed.
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Summary Of Sessions

Phase 1
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Summary Of Sessions

Phase 1
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Summary Of Sessions
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Summary Of Sessions

Phase 2
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Summary Of Sessions

Phase 2

2021
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Consultant Team
Turner.Works, The Place Bureau and Burgess & Beech
teamed up to lead an imaginative and effective community
engagement programme and, informed by its discoveries,
to develop a unique Place-shaping Vision for Western
Harbour.
Architects & Urban Planners
Turner Works

Campaign Design
Burgess & Beech

Turner Works bring a broad skill set including
active co-design and engagement, meanwhile
projects and master-planning of local areas
including Catford in South London, Weston
Super Mare and Newhaven.

B&B work within the fields of identity, art
direction and web design for the cultural sector.
As a multidisciplinary practice with a unique
balance between design and technical
precision, delivering simple, dynamic and
compelling graphic design, B&B strive to
collaborate with interesting partners, whose
values reflect our own.

Engagement Specialist
The Place Bureau
Place Bureau re-imagine new frontiers for
cities, valued by communities, stakeholders
and local governments in creating clear
consensus for significant developments.
Using collaborative techniques PB draw on
impactful storytelling tools. PB workshops
have established trust and guided place visions
for national-scale developments. PB work in
experimental ways to uncover deep histories
and community insight.

Team Approach
A place vision is shared narrative, a collection
of stories and aspirations that build our
relationships with a city and each other. The
process of engaging and shaping this vision
encourages direct conversations: to call out
and gain consensus on points of contention,
and develop a culture of ideation on a place’s
future.
For the Western Harbour engagement, we
have worked with local partners to co-create
and facilitate visioning sessions across the city.
We have engaged creative local talent to enable diverse creative voices and potential ambassadors, creating content and aiming to shift
perceptions across the life of the project and
beyond.
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Bristol Western Harbour
Place-shaping Vision

Contact Details
Carl Turner
Founding Director
M: 07950 935136
carl@turner.works
Suzi Winstanley
Director
M: 07968 047042
suzi@turner.works
Turner Works
Unit 61
Regent Studios
8 Andrews Road
London E8 4QN
T: 020 3846 1890
hello@turner.works

